Yeast U3 localization and correct sequence
(snR17a) and promotor activity (snR17b) identified by homology search Sir, snRI7a and snRI7b from yeast, the two copy gene encoding the yeast homologue of vertebrate small nuclear RNA U3 (Hughes et al., 1987) , were recently discovered to contain similar introns (Myslinski et al., 1990) . Three groups (Lagosky et al., 1987; Fling et al., 1988; Barclay et al., 1988) have independently described the cloning of the dihydrofolate redu ctase gene (DFR I) from yeast and another (Gilbert, 1989) looked for transcription start sites on the opposite The termination signals for snR 17 a partly overlap with the transcription start signals of the OFR1 gene. snR 17 a can now also be mapped to chromosome XV by the map position of OF R 1 (Barclay et al., 1988) . The four differences noted by Myslinski et al. (1990) in their snR 17 a gene sequence in comparison to the data of Hughes et al. (1987) are all confirmed in the data from each of the four groups (Lagosky et al., 1987; Fling et al., 1988; Barclay et al., 1988; Gilbert, 1989) investigating the OFR 1 gene. Thus the sequence of Myslinski et al. (1990) is probably the correct sequence and the folding model of the RNA encoded by the snR 17 a gene (Hughes et al., 1987) has an increased hairpin 4. Apart from this, the upstream putative general amino acid control motif for OFR 1 suggested by Lagosky et al. (1987) and Barclay et al. (1988) becomes less convincing as it lies within the snR 17a RNA coding region.
A similar search for the intron from snR 17b finds a sequence reported to be a random promotor froill yeast (Santangelo et al., 1988) which turns out to be the upstream half of snR 17b (up to six nucleotides before the 3' end of the intron) plus 410 upstream nucleotides. The 51 mapping data of this group suggests that the transcription initiation site of their fusion construct lies indeed close to the revised start of the snR17b coding region as inferred by Myslinski et al. (1990) by the comparison of the snR 17b gene to its RNA sequence. The related sequences are summarized in the table.
It is striking that in this case two well known genes from yeast could be sequenced repeatedly without noticing their close neighborhood and moreover, that DNA from another copy of the first gene was considered to be random. With growing sequencing data, sequence comparisons will become more important to prevent ignoring of genes already characterized, but this will also yield valuable additional data like chromosomal location or direct evidence for promotor activity as in this case.
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